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Central Thesis
•  Global GDP growth 

momentum has 
slowed, although we 
see limited threat of 
a global recession 
in 2019 or 2020

•  Central banks remain 
sensitive to growth 
and market risks, and 
have shifted back into 
easing mode

•  Politicians espousing 
populist ideologies 
continue to pose a big 
risk, with trade wars a 
constant threat

•  Low and negative  
yields for bonds lead 
us to question their 
safe haven status

A Brief Retrospective
• Balanced portfolios were unable to 

make gains in 2018, with a record 
number of asset classes providing 
negative returns. 2019 has proven 
much more rewarding.

• Global equities suffered a sharp 
correction through Q4’18 as investors 
reacted to fears of tighter monetary policy, 
trade wars and lower growth. The sharp 
de-rating offered better value, leading to 
a strong rally in 2019, as central banks 
re-opened the monetary taps. 

• Sovereign bonds have rallied again as 
growth expectations dipped and central 
banks loosen policy. Infl ation remains 
subdued. But value is scarce.

• UK-based investors remain hostage to 
the fortunes of sterling. Brexit 
negotiations and a possible general 
election are key to the currency’s 
performance, with risk and reward 
currently fi nely balanced. 

Current Positioning
• Global growth forecasts continue 

to edge lower, with Germany notably
on the brink of recession. Fears of 
a more damaging global slowdown 
and earnings recession still 
appear exaggerated. 

• Election risk has abated for now, but 
“populist” support remains high. This 
encourages more nationalist policies, 
but could also loosen fi scal purse 
strings. US 2020 is the next major 
scheduled event, but the UK could 
see an election before year-end.

• Conventional sovereign bonds offer 
limited total returns to maturity, leading 
us further Underweight. US Treasuries 
offer better relative value. Alternative 
assets can provide better insurance/
yield. US TIPs are the preferred 
infl ation / Armageddon hedge.

• We have largely exited US High Yield 
Credit and EM debt, but the “carry” 
remains relatively attractive as long as 
a US recession fails to materialise. 

• We remain underweight US and UK 
equities. UK Small and Mid-Caps have 
been de-rated, and could rally if there 
is a positive Brexit outcome. 

• Japan remains attractive on value 
grounds, but we retain a more neutral 
weighting. A small Underweight in 
Europe refl ects structural uncertainties 
and global trade exposure.

• Remain Overweight Consumer-driven 
Emerging Markets, which now offer 
good relative value, for secular growth 
opportunities. 

• We have increased our exposures 
to Gold, Cash and Infrastructure 
(out of Sovereign Bonds) to achieve 
a combination of insurance and 
higher income.

• GISG has returned to a Neutral risk 
appetite (from small Negative).

The Road Ahead
• QE is back on the agenda. Central 

banks have shown themselves to 
be sensitive to market and economy 
dislocation risk, which supports 
risk assets.  

• There is a big debate about infl ation, 
which remains subdued. Low 
unemployment levels portend higher 
wages and infl ation; demographics 
and technology suggest a more benign 
outcome. The jury is out. We are in 
“wait and see” mode. 

• The shift towards greater protectionism, 
led by Trump, threatens lower growth 
and ultimately higher infl ation.

• Still low bond yields and recovered 
equity valuations suggest more limited 
balanced portfolio returns ahead.   



Risks and Opportunities Asset Allocation Matrix
(Medium Risk Balanced Mandate)

Recent Asset Allocation Changes

Performance Table
30th Sept 2019  CUMULATIVE PERFORMANCE TO END 2018

Q-T-D Y-T-D LAST 12m 1 Yr % 3 Yr % 5 Yr % 10 Yr %

Equities (Total return - translated to £) Last Price Percentage Change

UK FTSE 100 Total Return 6811.9 1.2% 14.5% 3.4% (8.7%) 22% 21% 121%

UK - FTSE 250 Midcap Total Return 15464.2 3.5% 17.0% 1.4% (13.3%) 9% 26% 262%

US - S&P Composite TR £ 4859.5 4.4% 24.3% 9.9% 1.3% 51% 95% 292%

Europe - FTSE Europe x UK TR £ 566.9 1.8% 20.1% 7.1% (9.1%) 29% 34% 115%

Japan - FTSE Japan TR £ 289.6 7.7% 15.8% 1.4% (7.6%) 30% 57% 98%

EM: Asia Pacific: FTSE Asia Pacific x Japan TR £ 1112.1 (0.7%) 11.5% 4.2% (8.5%) 45% 54% 201%

All World x UK - FTSE All World x UK TR £ 667.5 3.5% 20.7% 7.9% (3.1%) 44% 69% 202%

Credit

UK i-BOXX Non Gilt TR £ 368.7 3.6% 10.0% 10.1% (1.5%) 13.7% 28.2% 87.6%

Government Fixed Income (Basis Points Change) Yield Basis Points Change

US 10 Year Treasury Bond 1.69 -31 -99 -137 +28 +41 -34 +47

UK 10 Year Gilt 0.51 -33 -77 -107 +9 -68 -175 -174

Cash Percentage Change

$/£ 1.230 (3.1%) (3.5%) (5.6%) (5.6%) (13%) 23%) (13%)

GBP/Eur 1.124 0.6% 1.0% 0.1% (1.2%) (18%) (8%) 6%

Commodities

Brent Crude - $ 61.6 (7.5%) 14.5% (25.6%) (19.5%) 44% (51%) 18%

GOLD - $ 1492.1 5.9% 16.3% 25.3% (1.6%) 21% 7% 45%

WMA/FTSE Balanced TR 4260.2 2.4% 12.7% 6.3% (2.8%) 25% 37% 125%

WMA/FTSE Growth TR 4474.8 2.6% 14.9% 6.4% (3.8%) 28% 40% 139%

WMA/FTSE Income TR 3982.7 2.3% 11.3% 6.4% (2.8%) 21% 33% 108%
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• (+) Global growth persists. No global 
recession. Excesses of past cycles not 
evident (although risks in Credit/Loan 
markets noted). 

• (+) Mergers & Acquisitions (M&A) 
activity remains supportive, but not 
euphoric. UK Plc a potential target. 

• (+) Central banks remain committed to 
supporting recovery. The “Fed Put” and 
now “ECB Put” still appear to exist. 
Liquidity will remain plentiful.   

• (+) Emerging Markets (bias to Asia) –  
no crisis given higher reserves, floating 
currencies and lower external liabilities 
than in 1998. Secular growth 
opportunities. Weaker dollar would  
be very supportive.

• (-) Deflation threat diminished, but 
markets not positioned for upside 
inflation surprise. 

•  (-)  Geopolitics – Trade War is #1 
 risk (US vs China/?EU). Populist 
ideologies continue to undermine 
stability. Terrorism and Cyber Attacks 
are a big threat. Tensions in Middle East 
unresolved, with US/Iran risk rising. 

• (?)  Market liquidity affected by  
tighter bank regulation and capital 
requirements (Repo rate spike a 
symptom/concern). Growth of  
ETFs, High Frequency Trading  
and volatility-dependent strategies  
(eg Risk Parity) also a risk.  
Woodford/H2O a warning?

Asset Bias

FIXED INTEREST –

Low Vol Bond Funds ++

UK Conventional Gilts --

UK Index-Linked Gilts -

Global Govt Bonds ++

Investment Grade Credit -

High Yield & EM Debt --

EQUITIES +

UK Large Cap --

UK Mid & Small Cap =

Total UK --

North America -

Europe ex-UK -

Japan +

Emerging Markets ++

Total Overseas ++

PROPERTY –

ALTERNATIVES ++

Structured Prods -

Absolute Return/HFs -

Other (Infrastructure/Ag) +

Gold ++

CASH +

Date + -

Oct-19 Infrastructure +, Gold +, Cash +
UK Conventional Gilts - -;  
UK Index-Linked Gilts -

May-18 US Equities ++ EU Equities -; Japan Equities -

Dec-18 US Equities +; EM Equities +; Low Volatility Bond Funds ++ EU Equities --; Global Sovereign Bonds --

Oct-18 US Equities ++; EM Equities + High Yield Credit -; EM Debt -

Sep-18 UK Cash + UK Real Estate -

Apr-18 Global Sovereign Bonds + ; Low Volatility Bond Funds + EU Equities --


